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Rising Public Relations Professional Launches an Exclusive Boutique Agency 

Los Angeles, August 28, 2014 — A new Public Relations company has emerged and is already 

pushing the envelope. In a matter of a month, founder Raynetta Smith has not only successfully 

launched PiperRae PR, but has gained a burgeoning client roster along the way. The boutique 

agency provides exclusive services for new and established brands, entertainers, athletes and 

entrepreneurs. These services not only include public relations, but campaigns also fused with 

branding and engagement marketing. 

“We are an agency that is poised to provide our clients extraordinary results with a personalized 

focus,” said Smith. “Our goal is to create a brand that defies all odds by pushing the boundaries and 

giving the client what they need to connect with a budding and mobile generation.” 

Smith, once the youngest professional to serve as public information officer at Tennessee State 

University, has more than eight years of experience. She was groomed by the cream of the crop, 

having worked at, Seigenthaler Public Relationsand the prestigious advertising agency, Burrell 

Communications, in Chicago.  Voted one of the top three African-American agencies in the U.S., 

Burrell boast a client-roster including brands like Toyota, Disney and Tide. Smith served as a senior 

account executive for the agency on its McDonald’s USA account. She supported and managed 

large-scale engagement marketing initiatives and media relations for the multi-billion dollar brand, 

including the launch of McWrap and Fish McBites, as well as McDonald’s sponsorship of ESSENCE 

Music Festival and 365Black Awards. 

Her ability to develop out-of-the-box campaigns including McDonald’s pop-up singing greeting card 

and oversized strawberry piñatas used for a Jamba Juice campaign, served as the launch pad for 

PiperRae.  As the visionary behind such an agency, Smith made it a point to attract like-minded 

young professionals for her growing team. Kimberly Moore, copywriter for PiperRae, is a natural 

storyteller, who holds her own as a published writer for F.I.N.E Success Magazine. Charity Coleman, 

graphic designer, combines her creativity and artistic skills to bring clients brands to life through 

design.  

With less than four months left in 2014, Smith and team have already begun brainstorming and 

strategizing for 2015. The agency is currently accepting new clients in Los Angeles, Chicago, Atlanta 

and Nashville, and encourages anyone, big or small, to contact them for consultation. With its sights 

set high, PiperRae PR is definitely an agency on the watch for innovative ideas and big success. 

For more information on Smith and PiperRae PR, contact staff at info@piperraepr.com or 323-521-

9034. 
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